
The PSX-AR Series: 
(Manual Rev: 0 10116) 

(Software Rev: N 4115) 

Intelligent, DCC, Solid State Circuit Breaker and Auto Reverser 

Integrated Control for Stall Motor Switch Machines for Loop Automation 
Integrated (Current and Photo Cell) Block detection 

QuickStart: seePg-14, Test Before Installing, see Pg-11 

All Programming is Optional! 

Designed by Larry Maier Developed by DCC Specialties US Patent 7,810,435 

New Exclusive Timing Delay, see Pg-13

The Power Shield X series is a product of years of research into 

problems dealing with false overload that cause premature shut down 

of DCC Boosters and other Circuit Breakers. These false overloads are 

caused by large capacitors used in sound systems decoders or lighted 

passenger cars. The overload appears as a short circuit until the 

capacitors are charged. The logic on the new Power Shield X Series 

determines if the load is a true short or just an overload due to 

discharged capacitor. The PSX-AR also has the logic and power to 

control switch machine(s) at the throat(s) of a reversing loop(s). Many 

other new features are also included. 

Instructions by Don Fiehmann 

There are (4) versions of the new PSX-AR Series: 

Integrated DCC Circuit Breaker and Auto-Reversers 

(1) PSX-AR, wl integrated Stall Motor Decoder

(2) PSX-ARFB, same as above has added network FeedBack

(3) PSX-ARSC, w/ integrated Snap Coil Decoder

(4) PSX-ARSCFB, same as above has added network FeedBack.

The PSX series also includes 4, DCC Power 
District Circuit Breakers that incorporate all the 

same intelligent and exclusive features: 

PSX-1: 1 Block Control PSX-3: 3 Block Control 

PSX-2: 2 Block Control PSX-4: 4 Block Control 

Not for DC, Analog Use 
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Connections and Wiring: 

J5 Jg J11 

J3 

J1 J2 

J4 J7 J6 

When power is applied the red LED's, 012 near the input and 07 near the output, 
should be on. If the status LED, 06 near the program jumper is on solid, you may 
have a short between the two wires from the output or in the track section. If the status 
LED, 06 is blinking then polarity has been reversed 

If you are using a Tortoise Connector make sure all 8 contacts are lined up 
properly to the 8Tortoise contacts. The Tortoise Connector has some free play side to side and 
can be miss-aligned. This may cause a short and burn out the PSXAR's Tortoise driver 

J1 Input Power Connector 
JG Trip Current Settings 

J1-1 DCC Input 1 J6-1 See Text for Jumper 
J1-2 DCC lnput 2 J6-2 Settinas and Current 

J6-3 Outputs 

J2 Output Power Connector J6-4 

J2-1 DCC Output 1 J7 Auto/Manual Reset- Inrush Boost 

J2-2 DCC Output 2 J?-1 1-2 Open for Auto Reset 
J?-2 1-2 Closed for Manual Reset 

J3 Program Jumper 

J3-1 Connection 1-2forProaramminaJ7 - J?-3 See Pg-7 Connect 3 to 4 to 

J3-2 J?-4 Enable Special Digitrax Config Settings 

J3-3 Connection 2-3 for Ooerations' Must be used for all Digitrax Systems 

JS Factory Only Connection 

J4 Block Occupancy 

J4-1 Photo Cell connections pin 1 and 2 
J9 Dual Coil Switch Mach Option 

J4-2 J9-1 (-) Switch Coil Output 

J4-3 (+) Block Occupied output pin 3, 4 (5mA) J9-2 (+) Switch Common 

J4-4 (-) J4-3 -4 Network Feedback J9-3 (-) Switch Coil Output 

J4-5 (+) Short Circuit detected output (5mA) J9-4 (+) Switch Common 

J4-6 (-) J4-5,-6 Network Feedback 

JS Switch Outputs J10 Input Power {On) Led {Remote) 
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J1 - DCC power input connections from the booster. See also the diagram on previous 
page. 
J2 - Reverser output to the reversing track. Use the screw terminals connected to J2, 
3-4. It has parallel outputs for multiple loop connections if needed, J2, 1-2 and 5-6.
J3 -Programming jumper. J3-2 to J3-3 is the operating configuration. J3-1 to J3-2 when 
connected at power on sets the reverser to enter the programming mode.
J4-1 and J4-2 are the inputs for the photocell detector used for the stopping function. 
Note: Be sure there is sufficient light above the cell to trigger the circuit. The photocell 
sensitivity is automatically calibrated each time it is armed. Silonex NSL-6112 
J4-3 (+) and J4-4(-) are open if the block is not occupied and are connected together (up to 
5 ma) if the block is occupied. This is an opto-isolated output switch and provides no 
power. 
J4-5 (+) and J4-6 (-) are connected together (up to 5 mA) when the reverser has 
detected a short circuit and open with no short . This is an opto-isolated output switch 
and provides no power.
J5-1 and J5-2 are connected to pins 1 and 8 of a Tortoise switch machine. The 
reverser will align the Tortoise with the direction of the reverser. Pin 1 and 8 on the 
Tortoise may need to be swapped to make sure the switch point direction aligns
with the polarity of the reverser. A bi-color LED can be used in series with the 
Tortoise to indicate the switch position 
J5-3 (-) and J5-4 (+) are for a remote status LEDs. The LED is connected directly to 
the terminals. No resistor is required. (Off means normal) - (blinking means 
reversed) - (steady on means a short circuit.) 
J6 - Sets the current trip level when CV49=0. CV49 default is 03 which will set a trip 
current of 3.81 amperes if no jumpers are installed. If J6-2 is connected to J6-1 and 
J6-4 to J6-3 is open, then the current trip is 1.27 amperes. If J6-4 is connected to J6-3 
and J6-2 to J6-1 is open, then the current trip is 6.35 amperes. If J6-4 is connected 
to J6-3 and J6-2 is connected to J6-1, then the current trip is 8.89 amp. See Pg-9 for 
all settings. 

J7-1 and J7-2 are the auto/manual reset input. If the connections are open, the 
breaker will automatically try to reset. If the terminals are connected together (like a 
SPST toggle switch or a N/C push button switch), then the breaker will remain off after 
a short until the connection from J7-1 to J7-2 is momentarily off 

J7-4 to J7-3 ls the special exclusive Digitrax configuration jumper and must be used for all 
Digitrax Systems. 

JS is the software upgrade interface and not for consumer use. 
J9 is the dual coil switch machine output when the PSX-ARSC hardware is configured for 
dual coil operation. J9-2 and J9-4 are the positive output voltage. One coil is connected 
to J9-1 while the remaining coil is connected to J9-3. Which coil to which terminal is 
determined by which way the points are aligned when the PSX-ARSC is in its normal 
state. 
J10-1 (+) and J10-2 (-) are for a remote indicator showing input 
power is coming into to the PSX-AR 
J11-1 (+) and J11-2 (-) are for a remote indicator showing that 
the track outputs are on (or off). 

Timing Settings: See CV55 & CV56 on page 10

Note: there are no jumpers for setting time delays. The unit uses its own 
timing algorithm to figure out how to turn on under a load. It differentiates between 
a short and a surge load, and operates accordingly. It will also recognize a difficult 
starting load and try to help the booster get it operating without tripping the 
booster's internal shutdown. 
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Setting Addresses and Programming CV's: 
Optional/Not Required! 

CV49 Continued. For the Digitrax Zephyr, 01 or 02 (maybe) are OK. The NCE Power 
Cab should use a value of 01. Most 5 amp boosters should be happy with 03 or 04. 

CV50 is the block detection source selection. CVSO=O selects block current as the 

parameter to activate the Block Occupied (J4-3 and J4-4) output. CV50=1 will use the 

photo cell to activate the Block Occupied output when the photo cell is covered. Note 

that the photo cell is self-calibrating and will adjust itself to the ambient light level at the 

time that the unit is turned on. If you need extra photo cells, they are made by Silonex 

part number NSL-6112, available from Miniatronics, and Allied Radio. The CVSO 

default is 0. 

CV51 is not for use by the consumer. 

CV52 sets the power on position of the reverser and the Tortoise (or dual coil) switch 
output. CV52=0 turns on in the "normal" position. CV52=1 turns on in the "reverse" 
position. Note that the switch position is locked to the status (reverse or normal) of the 
reverser. The CV52 default is 0. 

CV53 enables or disables the Inrush boost. CV53=0 disables the boost unless the 
boost jumper is installed. Any other value enables the boost regardless of the 
presence or absence of a jumper on J7-3 and J7- 4. The CV53 default is 0. 

CV54, CV56-CV62, are not used at present. 

CV55 enables circuit breaker delay. Default value is 0=no delay. Value=1 enables delay.
             See CV56 below. See also page 13 (Timing Delay & Double Reverse Mode).

CV63 allows control of the address programming point (same as on the Hare). Setting 

a value of 42 to CV63 will cause the reverser to set all CVs and addresses to factory 
defaults. The CV63 default is 0. 

CV64 sets the block current trip level for activating the Block Occupied output (J4-3 and 
J4-4). When CV64=0, the trip current is about 5 mA. CV64=0 is the default value. 
Increasing the value of CV64 will increase the value of the trip current. This will allow 
setting the trip current in a block in which the unoccupied current is greater than 0. 
CV64 is set, (with the block unoccupied), by increasing the value in CV64 until the 
Block Occupied Output just de-activates. 

CV65 controls the length of the delay. Default value=24 [3/ms] when enabled by  
        CV55. CV56 should never exceed value=80. See also page 13 (Timing Delay 
             & Double Reverse Mode).

After Programming the CVs turn power off and put the program jumper 

back to run position, J3, 2-3. 

Manual Turnout Control: See also Pg-11, top, for by-directional push button operation. 
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(2) LED Indication for Layout Map Display:

There are times when you need to know which way the PSX-AR is set (reversed or

normal). Here is a simple circuit that uses an LED to indicate the polarity setting of

the PSX-AR. It only uses three standard parts. If you have block occupancy

detection circuits the resistor value should be high enough not to trip the detector

circuit. The 1 K value is a starter and if you have problems you can go much higher and

still get a good light from the LED. Circuit connects between a reversing section and

the normal trackage.

• 

I 

Parts List 
LED Red or Green 
Diode like 1 N4001 
Resistor 1 K or higher 

=:= This circuit will show that

this enterance is reversed 

This circuit will show that 

this enterance is OK. 
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PSX-AR Timing Delay & Double Reverse ModeTM

Another PSX-AR Exclusive Feature! 

Using CV55 and CV65 Timing Delay & Double Reverse Mode 

We’ve added new timing features for the PSX & PSX-AR series for layouts which experience 

jerkiness or hesitation as a train transitions from a regular zone to a reversing zone [or vice versa]. 
The timing delay can also be implemented for layouts that have back to back reversing zones.

Application and CV’s:

Regular Zone to Reverse Section: only the PSX controlling the regular zone should be delayed by 

CV55=1. CV65 [default value=24] controls the length of delay. Increase to a value of 80 if necessary 

for reliable operation. The PSX-AR controlling the reverse section should remain at default 

[CV55=0]. 

Double Reverse Mode: determine which PSX-AR will be the master. The slave unit will set CV55=1 

enabling a delay. CV65 [default value=24] controls the length of delay. Increase to a value of 80 if 

necessary for reliable operation between the two zones.

The user should not set CV65 above 80. A value over 80 can cause the breaker to self-destruct or 

damage the layout by delaying the reverse/break action too long. 










